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• new freighter: the newest freighter is here, with more cargo and more powerful engines. take it for
a test drive!• new alien submarine: new kind of enemy: hide under the water, hunt down your

enemies, and destroy them.• new space mission: take a step closer to victory, join a space mission,
and explore new places.• new freighter trader: play with your friends, trade with them, and get

bonuses from playing with them.• new upgrade: there's a new option: you can upgrade your
freighter. this will give you access to new features, and even extra cargo!• space map: explore new

worlds, explore space, and find the hidden gems. the map is updated every week, so check back
often!• bug fixes: the bugs are fixed, so the game is as smooth as it can be. space haven pc game is

a first person shooter game developed by the indie developer team space haven. the game was
launched on steam in early july and is one of the most downloaded indie games. the game was first
released on september 23, 2013 and has a total of 3 levels. to download the game, you can use the
link that has been provided below. the game is available for pc and is compatible with all windows
os. the game stars a male protagonist who is a cyborg and has been involved in an accident that
lead to him being deactivated. now, he has to battle the threat of a horrific virus that has infected

the alien invaders and it has spread like wildfire. the virus is fatal and it is no longer a mystery as to
why the aliens are carrying it. the infection not only consumes the body but also wipes out the

memories of the person. the game is set to a retro sci-fi universe that is full of medieval castles,
mining towns and lots of space exploration. the game has a pretty interesting plot and the graphics

are absolutely stunning.
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space haven is a flight simulator. the player will have to fly a space shuttle through the final frontier.
the game is based on the real space flights of nasa. you will have to manage your fuel and your life-
support systems. you must also avoid the numerous hazards that can disable your ship. to fly, you

can use a joystick or the computer keyboard. you can also manage the space shuttle with the
mouse. you will have to fly a space shuttle through the final frontier. the game is based on the real

space flights of nasa. you will have to manage your fuel and your life-support systems. you must also
avoid the numerous hazards that can disable your ship. space haven - a space trading game, in

which you're in charge of a space freighter. you will be able to buy upgrades for your ship, buy new
freighters, manage your crew, explore space, and trade with other players. this game is very

exciting. you will be able to visit new worlds, trade, explore space, and fight other players. you will
be able to play as long as you want, and if you like to play in the same team, you will be able to play
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online with other players. this game is free to play, but if you want to try it, you will be able to
purchase in-game currency to continue playing, which is necessary if you want to upgrade your

freighter, and unlock new features. if you don't want to waste money, you can also play for free for a
limited time. if you are a true space trader, you will be able to buy upgrades, new freighters, and

new ships, but you will be able to play for free for a limited time. 5ec8ef588b
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